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Document Scanner - PDF Scanner, Scan to PDF: 

Photo Scanner is the best scanner app recommended for you that will turn your cellphone or tablet into a portable scanner. It can convert images to PDF/ JPEG with a simple tap. Download PDF scanner now for FREE!

Camera Scanner helps you to scan, store, sync, and collaborate on various contents across smartphones, tablets, and computers, etc.

Salient Features: 

Optimize Scan Quality using Fast scanner: 
PDF scanner has smart & accurate auto-cropping and auto enhancing features that ensure the texts and graphics in scanned documents are clear and sharp with premium colors and resolutions.

Quickly Digitize Document with PDF scan: 
 â€œWorld is going digitalâ€�  
Just use the camera scanner to scan to PDF and digitize all kinds of paper documents, receipts, notes, invoices, whiteboard discussions, business cards, certificates, etc. with the document scanner.

Advanced Document Editing with Document scanner: 
Make annotations on a document scanner with a full set of editing tools using the fast scanner. Apply anything on your documents in a few touches. Also adding customized watermarks is made available to mark your own documents you might like available in the simple scanner.

Extract Texts from Images: 
OCR feature in paper scanner recognizes texts in document images and extracts them from images for later searching editing or sharing.

Share PDF/JPEG Files: 
The mobile scanner has a feature to scan and print documents easily, share documents in PDF or JPEG format with friends & colleagues via various ways: post on social media, send attachment or document download link through email.

Secure Important Documents: 
If you want to protect confidential content, you can set a pass code for viewing important documents; moreover, while sending a document download link, you can set a password to protect others from seeing it using a document scanner.

Last Signature 
If you deal with too much business paper the e-sign feature of a simple scanner app will become your real cache. Scan documents, signature them, and email them to your concerns. It is quick and easy with our photo scanner app! You can also keep your signature and use it for all documents as required in the future with a simple scanner.

Quick Search with PDF Scanner: 
When you have plenty of documents, you can use tags to categorize and easily find them. In addition, OCR for Search helps you find texts inside images and notes. Just enter one keyword, you can quickly find the document you want. 

Batch Scanning with FREE Document Scanner: 

Do not worry if you want to make a booklet or long scan documents files. The file is saved in camera scanner pro with auto-arranged proper numbers. (Especially for students and offices)

Doc scanner users can scan and manage: 
* Bill, Invoice, Contracts, Tax Roll, Business Cardâ€¦
* Whiteboard, Memo, Scripts, Letterâ€¦
* Blackboard, Note, PPT, Books, Articleâ€¦
* Credential, Certificates, Identity Documentsâ€¦

If you have any queries with this PDF scanner & Document scanner app, please contact the team developed applications via mail e-mail: liveearthmapgpsapps@gmail.com. If you like the Doc Scanner, please help us with 5â˜… ratings as it is the best encouragement for our team. Thanks for scan to PDF & free document scanner.
Updated on
Mar 26, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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November 12, 2023
Document Scanner - PDF Scanner.a document scanner app to convert your documents into PDFs, I recommend trying out "CamScanner". It's a fantastic app that allows you to easily scan documents using your phone's camera and save them as PDF files. Give it a try and enjoy the convenience of having a portable document scanner in your pocket! $
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 12, 2021
They say the app is free but everytime you click to take a photo, an ad pops and the photo is not taken. So in reality you can't use this app unless you pay them to remove ads. Just to be clear- It's ok to have ads on free apps (in the end everyone needs money lol), but its not ok that all the app does is to show ads.
179 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Satellite World Maps
April 25, 2021

Dear Yael, We are sorry for this, but to continue work on this free tiny scanner we need revenue from Ads. If you don't want to see the Ads you can purchase the Pro version at a very discounted price. You can also reach out to liveearthmapgpsapps@gmail.com. Thanks for your understanding! Keep using our simple scan ocr & camera scanner.
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January 29, 2022
Poorly designed and frustrating to use. Am ad played every time I clicked to take a picture, but as soon as you closed the ad the picture would take so if your phone moves at all while pushing the X, your document will be cut off. I took 5 pictures and watched 10 ads.
52 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Satellite World Maps
February 9, 2022

Dear User, We are sorry for this, but to continue work on this free tiny scanner we need revenue from Ads. If you don't want to see the Ads you can purchase the Pro version at a very discounted price. You can also reach out to liveearthmapgpsapps@gmail.com. Thanks for your understanding! Keep using our simple scan ocr & camera scanner.
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What's new


- New & Improved user interface.
- Book scanning feature added.
- ID card scanning mode added.
- Bug & crashes resolved.
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